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Abstract

Tax savings and the discount rate we use to calculate their value are involved in the calcu-
lation of cost of capital. Based on previous findings, we derive a general approach to cash
flow valuation that take into account any kind of tax shields related to the financing deci-
sion of a firm and any date when they are earned. They can be usedto introduce any type
of externality that creates value through tax savings not captured by neither the cost of debt
nor the cost of equity. This paper develops the formulationsfor the cost of capital when
dividends, interest on equity or monetary correction of equity are deductible as it happens
in Brazil. It shows that when properly done most known valuation methods are consistent
and give identical results. Also, the paper argues that whendividends are tax deductible,
optimal leverage is lower and equity value is higher.
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Resumo

As economias tributárias e a taxa de desconto que usamos para calcular o seu valor estão
envolvidos no cálculo do custo de capital. Com base em resultados anteriores, nós deriva-
mos uma abordagem geral para avaliação de fluxo de caixa queconsidera qualquer tipo
de benefı́cios fiscais relacionados com a decisão de financiamento de uma empresa e qual-
quer data em que sejam auferidos. Eles podem ser usados para introduzir qualquer tipo
de externalidade que cria valor por meio de economias tributárias não capturadas nem pelo
custo da dı́vida nem pelo custo do capital próprio. Particularmente, nós desenvolvemos as
formulações para o custo de capital quando os dividendos,juros sobre capital próprio ou
correção monetária de capital próprio são dedutı́veis, como acontece no Brasil. Isso mostra
que, quando usados corretamente, os métodos de avaliação mais conhecidos são consis-
tentes e dão resultados idênticos. Além disso, o artigo argumenta que quando os dividendos
são dedutı́veis, a alavancagem ótima é menor e o valor do capital acionário é maior.
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1. Introduction

Since the seminal contribution of Modigliani & Miller (1963) the value of
Tax Savings,TS, has been recognized by the literature. Most of the analyses,
including Modigliani & Miller (1963), have focused on the Tax Savings of Debt.
One exception is DeAngelo & Masulis (1980) that considerTS due to investment
incentives and depreciation. When calculating Tax Savings,TS, we are confronted
with a strange mix of accounting accrual and market value when involvingTS in
the calculation of the Weighted Average Cost of Capital,WACC or the Cost of
Equity,Ke. Firms earn the right toTS once they accrue the interest expense and
they actually earn theTS when taxes are paid (Vélez-Parejaet al., 2008).

Tax savings and the discount rate (ψ) we use to calculate their value are in-
volved in the calculation ofWACC andKe. TextbookWACC formulation is a
very special and unique case that is not typical. Based on previous findings, we
derive a general approach to those formulas that take into account any kind ofTS
related to the financing decision of a firm and any date when theTS is earned.
These formulations can be used to introduce any type of externality that creates
value through tax savings not captured by neither the cost ofdebt nor the cost of
equity.

Taggart (1991) developed some expressions with these purposes. He consid-
ers corporate and personal taxes; we only consider corporate taxes. There is no
derivation of the formulas in his work. Inselbag & Kaufold (1997), use the same
expressions to compare different discount methods to valuea firm. Tham & Vélez-
Pareja (2002) and Tham & Vélez-Pareja (2004) derive the proper formulations for
Ke andWACC. Vélez-Pareja (2010) use these derivations to incorporate the
effect of losses in exchange rate, of losses carried forward, of unpaid taxes, of
Presumptive Income Taxation and the effect of inflation adjustment of book value
of equity when adjusting financial statements by inflation intax savings. We de-
rive the explicit and general formulation to include other sources ofTS and their
discount rate,ψ.

These refinements for calculatingKe andWACC are based on Modigliani &
Miller propositions and they are just a tuning up of them to include idiosyncratic
conditions found in different markets. In this paper we study the impact of any new
source of tax savings. In particular, we study the specific case of Brazil, one of the
major economies in the world, which allows a partial deduction of dividends in the
Profit and Loss statement. Some other countries also allow (or allowed) the partial
deduction of dividends, such as Iceland, Czech Republic andGermany. Although
the tax deduction we consider here is novel, and absent in previous works, the
basic ideas posed by M&M are the same. However, when valuing firms or projects
in such environments (e.g. Brazil, Ireland, etc.) our modelcaptures a source of
value previously ignored.

When Brazil used to adjust the financial statements by inflation, they (as many
other economies) allowed for adjustment of book value of equity using an index
linked to the inflation rate. According to Zani & Ness (2001) after many years of
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inflation adjustment with a charge equal to the adjustment ofbook value of equity,
since January 1, 1996 firms were allowed to charge interest onthe book value
of equity and had not only the effect to be a deductible charge, but to pay those
interest expenses as part of the dividends defined by the firm.1 What initially was
an accounting accrual figure now is now an actual payment to shareholders with
the associated tax savings benefits as before.

In the financial report of a Brazilian firm, Aracruz Celulose2 to the U.S. Secu-
rities and Exchange Commission, they say:

As of January 1, 1996, Brazilian corporations are allowed toat-
tribute interest on stockholders’ equity. The calculationis based on
the stockholders’ equity amounts as stated in the statutoryaccount-
ing records and the interest rate applied may not exceed the long-term
interest rate (“TJLP”) determined by the Brazilian CentralBank (ap-
proximately 9.75%, 7.78% and 6.32% for years 2005, 2006 and 2007,
respectively). Also, such interest may not exceed the greater of 50%
of net income for the year or 50% of retained earnings plus income
reserves (including those mentioned above), determined ineach case
on the basis of the statutory financial statements. The amount of in-
terest attributed to stockholders is deductible for corporate income tax
purposes.3

Non-traded stock corporations may pay interest on equity JSCP by its initials
in Portuguese. The long term interest rate (“A Taxa de Juros de Longo Prazo –
TJLP” in Portuguese) is not a market rate. It is established by the National Mon-
etary Council (Conselho Monetário Nacional) and used for loans by the BNDES.
“The Brazilian Development Bank (BNDES) is a federal publiccompany, linked
to the Ministry of Development, Industry and Foreign Trade (MDIC). Its goal is to
provide long-term financing aimed at enhancing Brazil’s development, and, there-
fore, improving the competitiveness of the Brazilian economy and the standard of
living of the Brazilian population.”4

This practice, apart from the adjustment for inflation that was made on an ac-
crual basis, is unusual in the sense of becoming an actual payment, a cash flow.
This is not a new cash flow, but it is part of the dividends defined by the firm and
yet, they are deductible and hence, the firm earnsTS on that. Although the deduc-
tion was created as a compensation for the mainly negative result of the inflation
adjustment in the income statement, it had unanticipated consequences on the val-
uation of firms. Damodaran (2003) studies a proposal similarin spirit to the one

1Act 9,249/95, Article 10.
2Acquired in 2009 by Votorantim Celulose e Papel, now Fibria,listed in the Novo Mercado of

BM&BOVESPA.
3http://www.aracruz.com/minisites/ra2005/localaracruz/ra2005/en/if/

demonstracoes_notas.html, visited on June 14, 2009.
4http://www.bndes.gov.br/english/thecompany.asp visited June 15, 2009.
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we study. In 2003 the Bush Administration in its economic package, proposed
that the full amount of dividends would be deductible, in order to eliminate double
taxation of dividends. By allowing corporations to deduct its dividend payments,
taxation would be assumed by the shareholders. Additionally to discuss the effect
on cash flows and discount rates, Damodaran speculates that this change would
induce firms to be more equity financed (if not entirely), to reduce their cash bal-
ances and pay more dividends.5

Our results point out that this regulation should have empirical consequences
similar to those envisioned by Damodaran (2003). Firms working in such environ-
ment are more valuable for their owners and should be less leveraged, as a simple
trade-off model proves it. While empirical analyses are in order, the macro eco-
nomic consequences of such regime are also worth of discussion. As the appetite
for debt is reduced, the costs of financial distress will alsofall, reducing the eco-
nomic impact of failed firms for the society, while at the sametime increasing the
propensity for new ventures, by lowering the risk assumed bythe owners.

Different authors have tackled non debt deductions, DeAngelo & Masulis
(1980), take Miller’s irrelevance model (1977) and postulate that the existence of
debt-unrelated tax shields, such as investment tax benefitsor depreciation, create
optimum financing conditions, even without considering debt-related bankruptcy
costs. The existence of these shields reduces the optimal level of financial leverage.
Our analysis, considering bankruptcy costs, reaches a similar conclusion when a
dividend tax shield is allowed. Graham & Tucker (2006) studyUS cases where
firms engaged in allegedly illegal practices, they documenta reduction in financial
leverage when companies make use of tax shelters and report fictitious losses.

In a different venue, Rao & Stevens (2007) argument that previous analyses on
capital structure ignore the third claim on the firm cash flows, concentrating on the
creditors’ and shareholders’ claim. They develop a model which also values the
government claim on the firm, shedding light on the appropriate rate of discount
for a firm’s debt, and the different tax shields a firm can have.They value non-debt
tax shields (depreciation) using, what they call the approximate APT and contend
that the appropriate discount rate for the debt isKd.6

The work closest to our own is Zani & Ness (2001) that considerthe effect of
deductible dividends (“Juros sobre o capital próprio”) onBrazilian firms’ leverage.
They modify the Miller’s (1977) irrelevance model with personal taxes to include
two additional terms, the extra cash flow received by the dividend tax shield and
the bankruptcy costs. Assuming perpetual and constant cashflows and that the
appropriate discount rate for the dividend tax shield is theunlevered cost of equity
(Ku, per our terminology, see section 2), they calculate the extra value the share-

5The American Congress finally approved a reduction of the taxon dividends to 15%. See Section
4.

6Rao & Stevens (2007) focus their work on finding appropriate discount rates for the firm cash
flows, by valuing the third claim (taxes) on the firm, absent inprevious analyses. Our job focus in
developing a working set of equations for valuing purposes,including additional tax shields, absent in
previous models.
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holders get because the deductible dividends and a modified expression to evaluate
the debt advantage for Brazilian firms. Under the tax rates of1998, they find that
the attractiveness of debt is significantly reduced after the introduction of the new
regulation. Their empirical tests, however, do not find evidence of a reduction in
leverage after some Brazilian firms initiated the payment ofdeductible dividends
(JSCP) even though its fiscal burden was reduced. Our work complements Zani
& Ness (2001) work in two important ways. First, we develop a workable set of
equations for valuation purposes that not rely in perpetualand constant cash flows;
neither have we assumed that the appropriate rate of discount for the deductible
dividends is the unlevered cost of equity. Second, we show a general expression
for the debt tax shield for perpetual and constant cash flows that includes personal
taxes and the adjustment for deductible dividends.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the frame-
work and develops the valuation equations. Section 3 valuesa hypothetical cash
flow, shows the coherence of the model. Section 4 solves a modified trade-off
model. Section 5 concludes.

2. Framework

Our framework begins outlining the income statement that allows for the de-
ductibility of dividends. Second, we define our variables and develop the valuation
equations for the cash flow to equity, the free cash flow and thecapital cash flow.

The Income Statement

An Income Statement according to the Brazilian regulation would be as fol-
lows:

Table 1
Income Statement with Dividends Deducted as an Expense

Earnings Before Interest and Taxes EBIT
- Interest on Debt −Kd ∗D

- Interest on book value of equity −Kf ′ ∗ E
= Earnings Before Tax = EBT

- Income taxes −T ∗ EBT
= Net Income = NI
- Dividends - Dividends paid

= To Retained Earnings = Add to Retained Earnings
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The financing cash flow can be disaggregated as follows:

• Cash Flow to Equity, CFE

CFE = EBIT (1− T )−WC −Kd×D × (1− T ) (1)

+ D +Kf ′ × E × T

CFE = FCF − CFD + TSD + TSE

• Cash Flow to Debt, CFD

Kd ×D −D = CFD (2)

• Capital Cash Flow,CCF

FCF + TSD + TSE = FCF +Kd×D × T +Kf ′ ×BV E × T (3)

It is clear that the CFE is increased byTSequity and this fact has to be
included in the derivation ofKe andWACC.

Variables in equations

WACCgen = Weighted Average Cost of Capital in a general formulation;
Rm = Market return;
Rf = Risk free rate;
MRP = Market Risk Premium =Rm−Rf ;
Ku = Cost of unlevered equity and can be calculated using CAPM orany
other procedure;
Ku = Rf + u× (Rm−Rf);
Ke = Cost of levered equity;
E = Discount rate for tax savings from equity interest;
D = Discount rate for tax savings from debt interest;
Kd = Cost of debt;
T= Corporate Tax Rate;
FCF = Free Cash Flow;
K

′

f = Interest rate on book equity.

General Formulations for Ke, WACC for the FCF and for the CCF

In this Section we develop the formulations for the cost of capital taking into
account the tax savings when interest on equity (or dividends) is deductible. The
derivation of these formulas can be seen in the Appendix.

There is considerable controversy among academics and researchers about the
right discount rate for the debt tax shields, the focus is itsrisk; if you assume
that the debt tax shield has the same risk that the debt, then the appropriate rate
of discount isKd; if you assume that the debt tax shield bears the operational
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risk, then the appropriate rate isKu. In their seminal contribution, Modigliani &
Miller (1963) assumed a riskless and perpetual debt, which was discounted at the
risk free rate. Myers (1974) in introducing the Adjusted Present Value concept as-
sumed that the appropriate rate isKd. Miles & Ezzell (1980) argue that for a firm
wishing to keep a fixed leverage target, the appropriate discount rate for the debt
tax shield isKd for the first year (because the debt for the first year was known)
andKu for the following years. Harris & Pringle (1985) argued thatKu was an
appropriate middle ground for the propositions of Modigliani & Miller (1963) and
Miller (1977), which neglected the value of the debt tax shields. Inselbag & Kau-
fold (1997) claim that if the firm targets the dollar value of outstanding debt, Myers
(1974) assumption was correct but if the firm targets a constant leverage, Miles &
Ezzell (1980) assumptions were correct. Tham & Vélez-Pareja (2001), following
and arbitrage argument, find that the appropriate rate of discount isKu. Fernandez
(2004), controversially, argue that the debt tax shield should be calculated as the
unlevered cost of equity times debt times the tax rate times (Ku×D×T ) and that
the appropriate discount rate isKu.

Our derivations do not depend on any of the particular assumptions we just
described. Instead, we solve our set of equations for the different assumptions
that are standard in the literature. Because our innovationis the equity tax shield,
we also use those assumptions to produce the explicit expressions of our model.
In section 3 we show that our assumptions produce consistentvaluation numbers,
independent of the method used for the calculations.

The Cost of Levered Equity

The general expression forKe is

Ket = Kut + (Kut −Kdt)
Dt−1

Et−1

−
(

Kut − ψDt
) V TSDt−1

Et−1

(4)

−
(

Kut − ψEt
) V TSEt.1

Et−1

If ψD = ψE = Ku then

Ket = Kut + (Kut −Kdt)
Dt−1

Et−1

(5a)

If ψD = ψE = Ku then

Ket = Kut + (Kut −Kdt)[
Dt−1 − V TSDt−1 − V TSEt−1

Et−1

] (5b)

If ψD = Kd andψE = Ke then
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Ket = Kut + (Kut −Kdt)[
Dt−1 − V TSDt−1 − V TSEt−1

Et−1

] + (Kut −Ket)[
V TSEt−1

Et−1

]

(5c)
Observe that we can obtain a constantKe only when leverage is constant and

ψD = ψE = Ku.
In summary:

Table 2
Different formulations for Ke, the cost of levered equity

Formula CFE

General Ket = Kut + (Kut −Kdt)
Dt−1

Et−1

−(Kut − ψDt )
V TSDt−1

Et−1

− (Kut − PsiEt )
V TSEt−1

Et−1

ψD = ψE = Kd Ket = Kut + (Kut −Kdt)

[

Dt−1−V
TSD
t−1

−V TSEt−1

Et−1

]

ψD = Kd Ket = Kut + (Kut −Kdt)

[

Dt−1−V
TSD
t−1

Et−1

]

+(Kut −Ket)

[

V TSEt−1

Et−1

]

b. The General Formulation for Weighted Average Cost of Capital for the
FCF

The general expression forWACCgen for theFCF is

WACCFCFgent = Kut −
(

Kut − ψDt
)

×
V TSEt−1

V 1
t−1

−
TSDt + TSEt

V 1
t−1

(6)

If ψD = ψE = Ku then

WACCFCFgent = Kut −
TSDt + TSEt

V 1
t−1

(7a)

If ψD = ψE = Kd then

WACCFCFgent = Kut−(Kut −Kdt)×

[

V TSDt−1 + V TSEt−1

V 1
t−1

]

−
TSDt + TSEt

V 1
t−1

(7b)

If ψD = Kd andψE = Ke then

WACCFCFgent = Kut− (Kut −Kdt)×
V TSDt−1

V Lt−1

− (Kut−Ket)×
TSDt + TSEt

V Lt−1

(7c)
Observe that with this assumption we cannot obtain a constant WACC when

leverage is constant.
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In summary:

Table 3
Different Formulations for WACC for the FCF

Formula FCF
General WACCFCFgent = Kut − (Kut − ψDt )

×

V TSEt−1

V L
t−1

−
TSDt +TSEt

V L
t−1

ψD = ψE = Ku WACCFCFgent = Kut −
TSDt
V L
t−1

−
TSEt
V L
t−1

ψD = ψE = Kd WACCFCFgent = Kut − (Kut −Kdt)

×

[

V TSDt−1
+V TSEt−1

V L
t−1

]

−
TSDt +TSEt

V L
t−1

ψD = Kd andψE = Ke WACCFCFgent = Kut − (Kut −Kdt)× (Kut −Ket)

×

V TSEt−1

V L
t−1

−
TSDt +TSEt

V L
t−1

c. The General Formulation for Weighted Average Cost of Capital for the
CCF

The general expression forWACCgen for theCCF is

WACCFCFgent = Kut −
(

Kut − ψDt
)

×
V TSDt−1

V Lt−1

−
(

Kut − ψEt
)

×
V TSEt−1

V Lt−1

(8)

If ψD = ψE = Ku then

WACCCCFgent = Kut (9a)

If ψD = ψE = Kd then

WACCCCFgent = Kut − (Kut −Kdt)×
V TSDt−1 + V TSEt−1

V Lt−1

(9b)

If ψD = Kd andψE = Ke then

WACCCCFgent = Kut− (Kut −Kdt)×
V TSDt−1

V Lt−1

− (Kut −Ket)×
V TSEt−1

V Lt−1

(9c)
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In summary

Table 4
Different formulations for WACC for the CCF

Formula CCF
General WACCCCFgent = Kut − (Kut − ψDt )

×

V TSDt−1

V L
t−1

− (Kut − ψEt )×
V TSEt−1

V L
t−1

ψD = ψE = Ku WACCCCFgent = Kut

ψD = ψE = Kd WACCCCFgent = Kut − (Kut −Kdt)

×

[

V TSDt−1
+V TSEt−1

V L
t−1

]

ψD = Kd andψE = Ke WACCCCFgent = Kut − (Kut −Kdt)× (Kut −Kdt)

×

V TSDt−1

V L
t−1

− (Kut −Ket)×
V TSEt−1

V L
t−1

The derivation of these formulas can be seen in the Appendix.
Observe that we can obtain a constantWACC for theCCF , WACCCCF ,

only when leverage is constant andψD = ψE = Ku.

3. A Finite Cash Flows Example

Next we show a finite cash flow example. In this example we consider four
methods to calculate value: DCF withKe for the CFE; DCF withWACC for the
FCF ; DCF with theWACC for theCCF ; and Adjusted Present Value, APV for
three scenarios for the discount rate of tax shields.

Table 5
Input data 1 – basic inputs: beta and rates

T 40% βu 1
Kd 12% Rf 7%

Interest on equity’ 8% Rm-Rf 7%
Ku 14.0%

Another input data is related to the cash flows and debt balances.
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Table 6
Input data 2 – cash flows

0 1 2 3 4 5
Debt,D 100.00 80.00 60.00 40.00 20.00 –

Debt Payment 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00
Interest onD 12.00 9.60 7.20 4.80 2.40

CFD 32.00 29.60 27.20 24.80 22.40
TSD 4.80 3.84 2.88 1.92 0.96
FCF 40.00 42.00 44.10 46.31 48.62
BV E 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

Interest onBV E 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00
TSE 3.20 3.20 3.20 3.20 3.20
CCF 48.00 49.04 50.18 51.43 52.78
CFE 16.00 19.44 22.98 26.63 30.38

With this information we calculate the firm value for different scenarios of the
discount rate forTS.

Table 7
Value calculations 1 – discount rate forTS = Ku

If ψD = ψE = Ku

0 1 2 3 4 5
Ke 16.79% 16.37% 16.03% 15.75% 15.52%
E 71.57 67.59 59.21 45.72 26.30

V = D +E 171.57 147.59 119.21 85.72 46.30
WACCFCF 9.34% 9.23% 8.90% 8.03% 5.01%

V 171.57 147.59 119.21 85.72 46.30
D 100.000 80.000 60.000 40.000 20.000 –

WACCCCF = Ku 14.0% 14.0% 14.0% 14.0% 14.0%
PV CCF 171.57 147.59 119.21 85.72 46.30
V Un 149.84 130.82 107.13 78.03 42.65
V TSD 10.74 7.45 4.65 2.42 0.84
V TSE 10.99 9.32 7.43 5.27 2.81
APV 171.57 147.59 119.21 85.72 46.30
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Table 8
Value calculations 2 – discount tate forTS = Kd

If ψD = ψE = Kd 0 1 2 3 4 5
V TSD 11.16 7.70 4.79 2.48 0.86
V TSE 11.54 9.72 7.69 5.41 2.86
Ke 16.13% 15.83% 15.59% 15.40% 15.24%
E 72.54 68.24 59.60 45.92 26.36

V = D + E 172.54 148.24 119.60 85.92 46.36
WACCFCF 9.10% 9.02% 8.71% 7.86% 4.87%

V 172.54 148.24 119.60 85.92 46.36
D 100.000 80.000 60.000 40.000 20.000

WACCCCF 13.74% 13.76% 13.79% 13.82% 13.84%
PV CCF 172.54 148.24 119.60 85.92 46.36
V Un 149.84 130.82 107.13 78.03 42.65
V TSD 11.16 7.70 4.79 2.48 0.86
V TSE 11.54 9.72 7.69 5.41 2.86
APV 172.54 148.24 119.60 85.92 46.36

Table 9
Value calculations 3 – discount rate forTS = Kd andKe

If ψD = ψE = Kd 0 1 2 3 4 5
V TSD 11.16 7.70 4.79 2.48 0.86
V TSE 10.37 8.92 7.19 5.15 2.77
Ke 16.91% 16.47% 16.13% 15.85% 15.63%
E 71.37 67.44 59.11 45.66 26.27

V = D + E 171.37 147.44 119.11 85.66 46.27
WACCFCF 9.38% 9.27% 8.94% 8.08% 5.07%

V 171.37 147.44 119.11 85.66 46.27
D 100.000 80.000 60.000 40.000 20.000

WACCCCF 14.05% 14.05% 14.05% 14.05% 14.06%
PV CCF 171.37 147.44 119.11 85.66 46.27
V Un 149.84 130.82 107.13 78.03 42.65
V TSD 11.16 7.70 4.79 2.48 0.86
V TSE 10.37 8.92 7.19 5.15 2.77
APV 171.37 147.44 119.11 85.66 46.27

As can be seen for each set of assumptions on discount rate forTS, the four
methods give consistent and identical results as expected.

Although it is not the purpose of this paper, we can say something regarding
the risk for the tax savings. In case of debt, we have two situations:

• Case 1. LeverageD% is defined as a target leverage andDebt = D%×Vt−1

andV depends onFCF ; hence the risk ofTS should beKu.

• Case 2. Debt and the CFD profile are defined. Again, TS depends onFCF
(or EBIT). In Vélez-Pareja (2010) it is shown that ifEBIT > Financial
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Expenses(FE)TS = T × FE; if 0 < EBIT < GF , TS = T × EBIT ;
if EBIT < 0, TS = 0. Hence,TS depends on EBIT and its risk should be
Ku, the cost of unlevered equity (that is the risk ofFCF ).

4. Empirical Predictions

Our paper produces at least two empirical predictions that we underline in
this section. It has been established, long ago and in this paper, that higher debt
produces higher tax shields from debt, as long as operating profit is greater than
interest payments. We developed in this paper expressions for an additional tax
shield, deductible dividends. However, the trade-off theory states that with higher
debt comes an increasing probability of financial distress.Then, with deductible
dividends the expression for the levered firm becomes:

V L = V U + PV (TSD) + PV (TSE)−BC (10)

The levered firm value is the sum of the unlevered firm, the present value of the
tax shields of debt and equity and the bankruptcy costs. We assume that bankruptcy

costs increase with the level of debt at an increasing rate
(

δBC
δD

, δ
2BC
δD2 > 0

)

, which

means that the dangers of leverage speed up, as usual.
With constant and perpetual cash flows7 equation 10 becomes:

V L = V U +
TdDKd

ψD
+
TeEK

′

f

ψE
−BC (11)

The former expression,8 besides already defined terms like Debt (D) and Eq-
uity (E) its respective costs (Kd,K

′

f ) and the appropriate discount rates (ψD, ψE),
includesTd andTe, which are modified tax rates when personal taxes are included:

Td = (1− τPB)− (1− T )(1− τPS) andTe = (1− τPDiv)− (1− T )(1− τPS)

whereτPB, τPS andτPDiv are the personal tax rate for holding debt, shares, and
income for deductible dividends, respectively.T is the corporate tax rate.τPS
comprises both capital gains taxes and dividends taxes.

We can solve equation 11 using two different assumptions. First, we can apply
the Brazilian approach which works with book values:E = A−D. Factoring the
last identity in equation 11 produces:

V L = V U +D

(

Td
Kd

ψD
− Te

K
′

f

ψE

)

+
TeAK

′

f

ψE
−BC (12a)

7See the Chapter 15, Section B, of Copelandet al.(2005) for a further clarification of the equation.
8Equation 11 differs from the corresponding equation in Zani& Ness (2001), because we do not

neglectτPS in the termTe.
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Equation 12a tells us that, while the tax shield from the debtdecreases, a whole
new term more than compensates for the reduction.

If we use market values:E = V L −D, we obtain the following expression:

V L =

(

V U +D

(

Td
Kd
ψD

− Te
K

′

f

ψE

)

−BC

)

1− Te
K

′

f

ψE

(12b)

Equations 12b show us the double effect of deductible dividends, while the tax

shield value is reduced, it does not disappear whileTd
Kd
ψD

> Te
K

′

f

ψE
. In the case of

Brazil, the Brazilian Central Bank sets the high limit ofK
′

f as below the long-term
interest rate9 (TJLP), which, with almost certainty, is belowKd ≤ ψD ≤ ψE the
cost of debt, the discount rate for debt interest and tax savings from equity. The
condition forTd > Te is thatτPDiv > τPB, which is plausible given the risk
profiles of each investment.

Additionally, the firm value increases in 1

1−Te
K

′
f

ψE

. We also hypothesize that in

most conditions the latter effect dominates the first one.
No matter what assumption regarding the equity value we use,the partial

derivative of equation 11 gives us the conditions for the optimal level of debt,
assuming that all discount rates are exogenous:

δBC

δD
= Td

Kd

ψD
− Te

K ′

f

ψE
(13)

In absence of an equity tax shield(K
′

f = 0), and if the conditions previously
analyzed stand, the optimal level of debt is higher.10

The conclusions of this section are that under plausible conditions the firm
value increases and that the optimal level of debt is lower ina legal regime that
allows firms to deduct part of their dividends from their taxes. Zani & Ness (2001)
reach a similar conclusion using a numerical example; our results generalize their
argument and can be extended for additional tax shields. As stated in the introduc-
tion, Damodaran (2003) discusses a similar issue in a working paper that analyzes
the proposed Economic Package of the Bush administration. The package was ap-
proved by the American Senate in 2003 under significant changes. Before 2003
dividends were fully taxable at the ordinary rate, after theamendment the tax on
dividends was reduced to 15% until 2010, but firms were not allowed to subtract

9According to the Brazilian rules, the rate corporations candeclare should be below TJLP, which
is calculated quarterly as the expected inflation plus a riskspread on the country’s sovereign debt. This
rate has remained unchanged since the third quarter of 2009 in 6%.

10For Zani & Ness (2001) the indifference condition is1 − τPB = (1 − T )(1 − τPS) + (T −

τPDiv)/2, ours isTd
Kd
ψD

= Te
K

′

f

ψE
. Zani & Ness (2001) assume thatKu is the right discount rate

for the deductible dividends, we do not.
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paid dividends as a taxable expense. The modifications to theoriginal Modigliani
& Miller (1963) model we study here can be classified as a formalization of the
efforts governments do to promote the use of equity over debt, which the business
community witness from time to time (Damodaran, 2003, Bernasconiet al., 2005).
This paper emphasizes the consequences this kind of policies has on the valuation
of enterprises.

5. Concluding Remarks

This paper analyzed the formulation ofWACC andKe under scenarios with
tax savings originated by items different than the interestcharges on debt. We
have derived the formulations in a general way and they can beused for finite
and perpetuities cash flows. For the later, we have to recognize the value of TS
in a given perpetuity scenario. We show an example for finite cash flows. In this
example we show that four methods give consistent results: i) Firm value with
Free Cash Flow,FCF andWACC for theFCF ,WACCFCF ; ii) value with the
Capital Cash Flow,CCF ; iii) equity value with the Cash Flow to Equity andKe,
the levered cost of equity plus debt; iv) Adjusted Present Value, APV.

We calculated value for three scenarios depending on the discount rateψ for
TS from two sources: interest charges on debt and interest charges on book value
of equity. The value forψ wasKd andKu for both tax savings and a third one
that assumesKd andKe for TS from debt and equity respectively.

The formulations work for any debt profile: constant debt, variable debt or
constant or target leverage. From the formulations as mentioned in Vélez-Pareja
et al. (2008), constant leverage does not grant thatWACC or Ke be constant.
It depends on how theTS affect the respective formulation. The only formulas
whose value remains constant with constant leverage areKe andWACCCCF
when the discount rateψ, for both tax savings is equal toKu. We also analyze
which should be the proper discount rate for the two tax savings (debt and book
value of equity). We suggest that it should be the cost of unlevered equity,Ku.

Finally, we solve for the optimal leverage in a model that assumes that the
Trade-off theory holds. Under this scenario firms are less leveraged, granting a
relevant empirical question that we leave for further research: We might examine
the effect of tax shields earned by equity (interest on equity or adjustment of eq-
uity when financial statements are adjusted by inflation) on the capital structure in
different countries including Brazil with the two scenarios: adjustment of equity
(when Brazil used to adjust financial statements by inflation) and interest on equity
(as a part of dividends paid).
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Appendix

Derivation of Traditional Textbook formula for WACC for the FCF

The discount rate for free cash flows is the weighted average cost of capital
WACC. We derive its formulation using a modified version of the equilibrium
equation for values. Firm value is (Exhibit 1) the value of operations, Vu plus
the value of TS from debt (V TSD) plus the value ofTS for equity (V TSE). This
value should be identical to the value of debt holders plus equity. Each element is
associated to a discount rate according to its risk profile.

Exhibit 1. The firm in terms of assets and fund providers

V Un

(Ku) D
V TSD (Kd)
(ψD)
V TSE E
(ψE) (Ke)

The Cost of Equity,Ke

The treatment for perpetuities and finite cash flows is basically the same. When
we deal with finite cash flows we relate a value att with its value att + 1 multi-
plying the value att by (1+discount rate). However, when we realize thatV u +
V TSd + V TSe = D + E, the 1 inside the parenthesis multiplies exactly these
values at the left and the right hand sides of the equation andthey cancel each
other. The net result is that the formulation is the same for finite cash flows and
for perpetuities. Care has to be taken when calculating the values involved in the
formulation. In particular, when we are calculating the value of the tax shields,
for instance, the value of tax savings for interest expenseswhen we deal a perpe-
tuity and the discount rate for theTS isKd. TheTS is T ×Dt−1 ×Kdt. If we
deal with a perpetuity, the present value of a perpetuity ofT × Dt−1 × Kdt is
T ×Dt−1 ×Kdt/Kdt = T ×Dt−1. When dealing with finite cash flows we do
not know the value in a standard from as in the perpetuity and has to be calculated
depending on the futureTS within the planning horizon.

FCFt + TSDt + TSEt = CFDt + CFEt (A.1)

V ut + V TSDt + V TSEt = Dt + Et (A.2)

V ut = Dt + Et − V TSDt − V Tt SE (A.3)

V ut−1×Kut+V
TSD
t−1 ×D+V TSEt−1 ×E = Dt−1×Kdt+Et−1×Ket (A.4a)
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Solving forKet

Et−1×Ket = V ut−1×Kut+V
TSD
t−1 ×D+V TSEt−1 ×E−Dt−1×Kdt (A.4b)

ReplacingV ut−1 by it value

Et−1 ×Ket = (Dt−1 + Et−1 − V TSDt−1 − V TSEt−1 )t ×Kut

+ V TSDt−1 ×D + V TSEt−1 × E −Dt−1 ×Kdt (A.4c)

Dividing byEt−1

Ket = (
Dt−1

Et−1

+ 1−
V TSDt−1

Et−1

−
V TSEt−1

Et−1

)×Kut

+
V TSDt−1 × ψD

Et−1

+
Dt−1 ×Kdt

Et−1

(A.4d)

Simplifying

Ket = Kut + (
Dt−1

Et−1

−
V TSDt−1

Et−1

−
V TSEt−1

Et−1

)×Kut

+
V TSDt−1 × ψD

Et−1

+
V TSEt−1 × ψE

Et−1

−
Dt−1 ×Kdt

Et−1

(A.4e)

Grouping we find the general expression forKe

Ket = Kut + (Kut −Kdt)×
Dt−1

Et−1

− (Kut − ψD)×
V TSDt−1

Et−1

− (Kut − ψE)×
V TSEt−1

Et−1

(A.4f)

We present selected values for the discount rate of theTS.

• If ψD = ψE = Ku

Ket = Kut + (Kut −Kdt)×
Dt−1

Et−1

(A.5)

• If ψD = ψE = Kd
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Ket = Kut + (Kut −Kdt)×
Dt−1

Et−1

− (Kut −Kd)×
V TSD

Et−1

(A.6)

Ket = Kut + (Kut −Kdt)×

(

Dt−1

Et−1

−
V TSDt−1

Et−1

−
V TSEt−1

Et−1

)

(A.7)

• As V TSD = TDt−1 in perpetuity whenψD = ψE = Kd

Ket = Kut + (Kut −Kdt)× (
Dt−1

Et−1

−
TXDt−1

Et−1

−
V TSEt−1

Et−1

(A.8a)

Ket = Kut+(Kut−Kdt)× (1−T )×
Dt−1

Et−1

− (Kut−Kdt)×
V TSEt−1

Et−1

(A.8b)

• If ψD = ψE = Kd = Kf and the interest rate for equity isKf , the risk
free rate, andEi = EBV (book value ofE) andEBV is the basis for
calculating interest on equity then

Ket = Kut+(Kut−Kft)×
TXDt−1

Et−1

−(Kut−Kft)×
TXBV Et−1

Et−1

(A.9a)

Ket = Kut + (Kut −Kft)× (
Dt−1

Et−1

−
T ×Dt−1

Et−1

−
T ×BV Et−1

Et−1

) (A.9b)

• If Ei, the basis for calculating interest on equity isEi = E (E = market
value of equity)

Ket = Kut + (Kut −Kft)× (
Dt−1

Et−1

−
T ×Dt−1

Et−1

− T ) (A.10)

• If ψD = Kd andψE = Ke then

Ket = Kut + (Kut −Kdt)
Dt−1

Et−1

−(Kut −Kd)
V TSD

Et−1

− (Kut −Ke)
V TSEt−1

Et−1

(A.11a)
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• Solving forKe

Ket −Ke×
V TSEt.1

Et−1

= Kut + (Kut −Kdt)
Dt−1

Et−1

−(Kut −Kd)
V TSDt−1

Et−1

−Kut ×
V TSEt−1

Et−1

(A.11b)

Grouping

Ket × (1 −
V TSEt−1

Et−1

= Kut + (Kut −Kdt)
Dt−1

Et−1

−(Kut −Kdt)
V TSDt−1

Et−1

−Kut ×
V TSEt−1

Et−1

(A.11c)

Dividing by
(

1−
V TSEt−1

Et−1

)

and simplifying

Ket =
Et−1 ×Kut
Et−1 − V TSEt−1

+ (Kut −Kdt)
Dt−1

Et−1 − V TSEt−1

−(Kut −Kd)
V TSDt−1

Et−1 − V TSEt−1

−Kut ×
V TSEt−1

Et−1 − V TSEt−1

(A.12a)

Grouping and simplifying

Ket = Ku×
Et−1

Et−1 − V TSEt−1

−Kut ×
V TSEt−1

Et−1 − V TSEt−1

+(Kut −Kdt)
Dt−1

Et−1 − V TSEt−1

− (Kut −Kd)
V TSDt−1

Et−1 − V TSEt−1

(A.12b)

Ket = Kut + (Kut −Kdt)

[

Dt−1 − V TSDt−1

Et−1 − V TSEt−1

]

(A.12c)

Traditional Textbook Formula for WACC for the FCF

The textbook formula has many restrictions and assumptions, for instance:

1 The only source of tax savings (TS) is interest on debt.

2 Taxes are paid the same period when accrued.

3 Existence of enough EBIT + Other income to earn the TS.
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For the textbook formula for WACC the cash flows from the left hand side
(assets) should be identical to the cash flows at the right hand side.

We depart from the basic M&M relations among CFs

FCFt + TSDt + TSEt = CFDt + CFEt (A.13)

FCFt = CFDt + CFEt − TSDt − TSEt (A.14)

For the FCF and WACC

Vt×WACCt+1 = Kdt+1×Dt+Ket+1×Et−Kdt+1×Dt×T−Kft+1×Et×T
(A.15a)

WACCt+1 = Kdt+1×(1−T )×D%t+Ket+1×E%t−Kft+1×(1−T )×E%t

(A.15b)
The value of the firm is increased by the TS on interest on equity.

General WACC applied to the FCF

Formulating WACC in a general formulation eliminates some restrictions as-
sociated to the traditional textbook WACC, as mentioned above.

LetWACCGeni be the General WACC that is applied to the FCF in yeari. We
follow the same steps that we outlined for the standard WACC applied to the FCF
and obtain an equation that is similar to equation 22.×

V Lt−1 ×WACCGent = Dt−1 ×Kdt − TSt + ELt−1 ×Ket (A.16a)

V Lt−1 ×WACCGent = V Unt−1 ×Kut + V TSt−1 × ψt − TSt (A.16b)

V Lt−1 ×WACCGent = (V Lt−1 − V TSt−1)×Kut + V TSt−1 × ψt − TSt (A.16c)

V Lt−1 ×WACCGent = V Lt−1 ×Kut − (Kut − ψt)× V TSt−1 − TSt (A.16d)

Solving for the WACC in equation (A.16d), we obtain,

WACCGent = Kut − (Kut − ψt)×
V TSt−1

V Lt−1

−
TSt

V Lt−1

(A.16f)
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If we assume that the value ofψi is equal to the return to unlevered equity
Kui, we can simplify equation (A.16f) as follows.

WACCGent = Kut −
TSt

V Lt−1

(A.17)

Alternatively, if we assume that the value ofψi is equal to the cost of debtdi,
we can write equation (A.16f) as follows.

WACCGent = Kut − (Kut −Kdt)×
V TSt−1

V Lt−1

−
TSt
V Lt−1

(A.18)

This previous derivation is taken from Tham & Vélez-Pareja(2004).
We might think that ALL TS have the same discount rate, which is not too

“elegant”. In that case we apply the previous formulation. The best and general
approach is to work with a general formulation of WACC instead of the traditional
textbook formulation that is specific for a particular case.

Repeating the procedure shown above, we have:
We depart from the basic equilibrium equations for cash flowsand values:

FCF + TS = CFD + CFE (A.19)

V Un + V TS = D + E (A20)

V Lt−1 ×WACCGent = Dt−1 ×Kdt − TSDt − TSEt + ELt−1 ×Ket (A.21a)

Replacing the cash flows forD andE by the corresponding LHS cash flows
we have:

V Lt−1 ×WACCGent = V Unt−1 ×Kut + V TSDt−1 × ψDt

+V TSEt−1 × ψEt − TSDt − TSEt (A.21b)

Replacing the unlevered value by the levered value minus thevalue ofTS, we
have

V Lt−1 ×WACCgen = (V Lt−1 − V TSDt−1 − V TSEt−1 )×Kut

+V TSDt−1 × ψDt + V TSEt−1 × ψEt − TSDt − TSEt (A.21c)

Solving for WACC we obtain,
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WACCGent = (
V Lt−1

V Lt−1

−
V TSDt−1

V Lt−1

−
V TSEt−1

V Lt−1

)×Kut

+
V TSDt−1

V Lt−1

× ψDt +
V TSEt−1

V Lt−1

× ψEt −
TSDt
V Lt−1

−
TSEt
V Lt−1

(A.21d)

Developing the term inside parenthesis, multiplying by Ku and grouping we
have

WACCGent = Kut −Kut ×
V TSDt−1

V Lt−1

−Kut ×
V TSEt−1

V Lt−1

×Kut

+
V TSDt−1

V Lt−1

× ψDt +
V TSEt−1

V Lt−1

× ψEt −
TSDt
V Lt−1

−
TSEt
V Lt−1

(A.21e)

WACCGent = Kut − (Kut − ψDt )×
V TSDt−1

V Lt−1

−(Kut − ψEt )×
V TSEt−1

V Lt−1

−
TSDt
V Lt−1

−
TSEt
V Lt−1

(A.21f)

This is the general formulation forWACC for theFCF . Observe it has the
same structure than the one developed above.

Now we define scenarios for the discount rate for theTS

• If ψD = ψE = Ku then

WACCGent = Kut −
TSDt
V Lt−1

−
TSEt
V Lt−1

(A.22)

• If ψD = ψE = Kd then

WACCGent = Kut− (Kut−Kdt)× [
V TSDt−1

V Lt−1

+
V TSEt−1

V Lt−1

]−
TSDt
V Lt−1

−
TSEt
V Lt−1

(A.23)

• ψD = Kd andψD = Ke then

WACCGent = Kut − (Kut −Kdt)×
V TSDt−1

V Lt−1

−(Kut −Ket)×
V TSEt−1

V Lt−1

−
TSDt
V Lt−1

−
TSEt
V Lt−1

(A.24)
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General WACC applied to the CCF

We know that theCCF is equal to the sum of theFCF and theTS.

CCFi = FCFi + TSi (A.25)

Let WACCGeni be the generalWACC applied to theCCF . We follow the
same steps that we outlined for the standardWACC applied to theFCF .

V Lt−1 ×WACCGent = V Unt−1 ×Kut + V TSt−1 × ψt (A.26a)

V Lt−1 ×WACCGent = V Lt−1 ×Kut − (Kut − ψt)× V TSt−1 (A.26b)

Solving for the WACC, we obtain,

WACCGent = Kut − (Kut − ψt)×
V TSt−1

V Lt−1

(A.26c)

If we assume that the value of i is equal to the return to unlevered equity Kui,
we can simplify equation (A.26c) as follows.

WACCGent = Kut (A.27)

If we assume that the value ofψi is equal to the cost of debtKdi, we can write
equation (A.26c) as follows.

WACCGent = Kut − (Kut −Kdt)×
V TSt−1

V Lt−1

(A.28)

This previous derivation is taken from Tham & Vélez-Pareja(2004).
In the same vein, if we asume that allTS (interest on equity and interest on

debt) have the same risk (the same discount rate) we use the previous formulation.
When we introduce the two different sources ofTS with their specific risks,

we have

WACCGent = Kut − (Kut − ψDt )×
V TSDt−1

V Lt−1

− (Kut − ψEt )×
V TSEt−1

V Lt−1

(A.29)

For different values of the discount rate for theTS

• If ψD = ψE = Ku then

WACCGent = Kut (A.30)
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• If ψD = ψE = Kd then

WACCGent = Kut − (Kut −Kdt)× [
V TSDt−1

V Lt−1

−
V TSEt−1

V Lt−1

] (A.31)

• If ψD = Kd andψE = Ke then

WACCGent = Kut − (Kut −Kdt)

×
V TSDt−1

V Lt−1

− (Kut −Ket)×
V TSEt−1

V Lt−1

(A.32)
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